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EARLY YEARS PROGRAMME
We are proud to introduce and welcome you to Kingsgate International
School. Located in Bukit Jalil, Kingsgate International School is set to become
Malaysia’s premier international school. We will offer Kindergarten to Year 13
programme based on an International British Curriculum.
Throughout our Early Years Unit, the overriding aim is to support all our
children to develop their skills and aptitude for lifelong learning, to be
confident, flexible, and open-minded to meet the ever-changing demands of an
increasingly complex modern world.

MISSION

Our approach recognises that children are at the centre of
their learning. Children learn and are engaged in a play-based
approach which centres around exploration, understanding and
authentic interactions. In support of this holistic, play-based
approach to learning, we are using the Early Years Foundation Stage,
UK (EYFS) curriculum for ages birth to five years.
At Kingsgate, we know that learning is connected. We believe that for
children to have effective and interactive learning, they need to understand
the interconnectedness of the world around them.
Our classrooms are engaging, well-designed learning spaces that use colours and
space to create an atmosphere of innovation, collaboration and discovery. Each
classroom is a visual and multi-sensory environment.
Our passion doesn’t stop in the classroom. We have a strong emphasis on developing
meaningful relationships with parents through our commitment to an authentic
school-home-community connection!

PRE-NURSERY
(Under 3’s)

We believe in creating a “home away from home” environment that
encourages students to develop and grow in a safe and supportive space.
By fostering and supporting the routines of individual children, we
encourage personalised rates of development so we can meet the
individualised needs of each child.
Our primary focus is to develop and support children’s language and
communication, their physical growth and their social and emotional skills. Crucial
physical and mental development occurs during these years, and naps provide much
needed downtime for growth and rejuvenation.
At Kingsgate, we support this by offering separate sleeping areas with day beds. This allows
children to sleep according to their routines and personal needs. Learning is supported
through large and small group sessions with both planned and spontaneous child-initiated
activities. In addition to these activities, we do not limit learning to an enclosed classroom space
but encourage ongoing exploration with an additional outside designated learning/play area.
By the time children are ready to move up to nursery, they are on the road to understanding their
basic emotions, have greater physical control and are positively interacting and communicating with
those around them. We continually monitor each child’s progress with a written report. This report is
carried out between 2 and 3 years-old and highlights areas both where children are progressing well and
where they may need some extra help or support.

NURSERY AND
RECEPTION
(3 - 5 Years Old)

We prepare children for structured daily routines by
facilitating activities that allow for logical reasoning,
critical thinking and problem-solving strategies. Activities
are based around themes and topics as well as children’s
interests and needs. All areas of the curriculum are supported
through large and small group sessions with both planned and
spontaneous child-initiated activities. Through indoor and
outdoor play, children become confident in their own learning, are
able to take risks, are effective communicators and can articulate their
thoughts, feelings and ideas to others.
Without pressure, we prepare children for reading and writing. Children
are exposed to phonics, reading and writing simple words. To understand a
growing range of simple mathematical concepts, children are exposed to
recalling number symbols, shapes and patterns.
At the end of the reception year, teachers complete an assessment that is known as
the EYFS Profile. The teacher carries out this assessment based on what has been
observed throughout your child’s time at Kingsgate.

Activities you can expect to see
across the age groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Messy play-goop, play dough, slime….
Drama, puppets, role-play
Stories and book corner
Cooking
Counting, sorting, classifying
Sand and water
Painting, drawing, junk modelling….
Sensory games
Ball games
Blocks and building

•
•
•
•
•

Field trips
Thematic activity tables
Listening centre
Small world play-garage, zoo, train set……
Outdoor play – see-saw, tricycles, bikes, pushing
buggies, throwing, rolling and catching balls
• Puzzles
• Computer
• Music and dance

KEY STAGE 1
Our Kingsgate Primary School curriculum programmes
include both homeroom teachers and a range of specialist
learning programmes to provide a holistic learning experience for
all students. Specialist learning will include: Music, Art, PE, IT,
library, Malay, Mandarin, and Islamic studies for our Muslim
students.
Our philosophy reflects Understanding by Design UbD theories that focus
on “beginning with the end in mind.”

Our School Day:

Pre-Nursery and Nursery (6 months - 4 years)
Part Time : 8.00 a.m - 12.30 p.m
Full Time : 8.00 a.m - 3.15 p.m
After school stay and play : 3.15 p.m - 6.00 p.m
Reception (4 - 5 year olds)
Full Time : 8.00 a.m - 3.15 p.m
After school stay and play : 3.15 p.m - 6.00 p.m

Key Stage 1 (Year 1 & 2)
Age : 5 - 7 Class Size : Max 25
Curriculum : Cambridge Curriculum

Teachers at Kingsgate International School
All our staff at Kingsgate International School are highly qualified
professionals holding recognised qualifications from their home
countries. Our key teachers are native English speakers supported
by local teaching assistants who can communicate in multiple
languages.
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